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Abstract: The purpose of the present paper is to provide an advanced overview of the practical applications of Banking 4.0 in Industry 4.0. This paper examines the technology trends in the Fourth Industrial Revolution and identifies the key indicators behind the creation of a strategic map for the fourth-generation banks and their readiness to enter Industry 4.0. This paper examines a systematic review of fully integrated Banking 4.0 and the application of the technologies of Industry 4.0 and illustrates a distinct pattern of integration of Banking 4.0 and Industry 4.0. One of the prominent features of this article is the performance of successful global banks in applying these technologies. The results showed that Banking 4.0 in Industry 4.0 is an integrative value creation system consisting of six design principles and 14 technology trends. The roadmap designed for banks to enter Industry 4.0 and how they work with industrial companies will be a key and important guide.
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1. Introduction

The technology landscape, which is evolving thanks to the introduction of 5G networks, has affected all sectors of the banking industry. Emerging technologies have opened the door to a range of applications and inter-industrial collaborations that were previously only imagined in dreams. New applications have changed current business models, paved the way for innovation, and created new opportunities for revenue generation.

The term “Industry 4.0” refers to the concept that technology has permeated all areas of society: production, finance, services, transportation, and communications (Cividino et al. 2019). Such developments are driven by digital integration (with devices and processes capable of transmitting and processing huge masses of data) and automation (the availability of machines capable of carrying out tasks of medium–high complexity) (Muscio and Ciffolilli 2019; Rossini et al. 2019). The pervasive nature of the Internet and smart mobile phones, along with the emergence of technologies such as the Internet of Things, biometrics, big data, advanced analytics, artificial intelligence, blockchain, etc., has created an organizational focus on designing and developing pre-designed
products and services, and personalized and customized services are provided for each customer. One of the industries that have changed a lot as a result of the advancement of technology is the banking industry, but it seems that these changes continue. “The development of technology has revolutionized all industries in the world, and the banking industry is no exception,” Banker (2019) wrote in a recent report.

Some researchers suggested that the notion of Industry 4.0 supposes blurring the differences between the work of people and the work of machines (Ślusarczyk, 2018). Lu (2017) argued that the concept of Industry 4.0 can be summarized as an integrated, adapted, optimized, service-oriented, and interoperable manufacturing process that is correlated with algorithms, big data, and advanced technologies. The Fourth Industrial Revolution, also known as Industry 4.0, provides smart, efficient, effective, individualized, and customized production at reasonable cost (Erol et al., 2016). According to Stock and Seliger (2016), the concept of Industry 4.0 includes three fundamental dimensions of integration: (1) the horizontal integration across the entire value creation network, (2) vertical integration and networked manufacturing systems, and finally (3) end-to-end engineering across the entire product life cycle.

Today, a significant portion of bank customers are young people and middle-aged people who have different expectations and preferences than the previous generation. Meeting these expectations and preferences is no longer possible with existing banking models, and it will only be possible with the use of fourth-generation tools, technologies, and mechanisms. Entering Industry 4.0 has two distinct natures: first satisfying new needs through new products and processes, and second, higher productivity thanks to the implementation of process innovations (Zambon et al., 2019). Entering the new generation of customers into the marketplace and doing business in this revolution requires a thorough rethinking of existing banking services and products. Productivity enhancement, innovative products, speedy transactions seamless transfer of funds, real-time information system, and efficient risk management are some of the advantages derived through the technology in banks (Saravanan and Muthu Lakshmi, 2016).

The current global economy is constantly changing, so innovation and technological development are key issues in the context of a sustainable approach. Industry 4.0 should be perceived as a great opportunity due to its new technologies. Moreover, Ślusarczyk (2018) argued that the main objective of Industry 4.0 is to achieve a higher level of operational effectiveness and productivity, and simultaneously a higher level of automation. Certain researchers also suggested that the four major pillars of Industry 4.0 are the following: Internet of Things (IoT), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), cloud-based manufacturing, and smart manufacturing, which contribute significantly to the metamorphosis of the manufacturing process into a completely digitized and intelligent process (Vaidya et al., 2018). Companies are interested in meeting their customers’ needs, but also in obtaining useful information from them, which can be used for innovation (Nethravathiet et al., 2020).

Remarkably, Industry 4.0 needs its banking system. The use of Industry 4.0 technologies for digitizing assets, creating a digital identity, providing special offers to customers, offering customization, etc., is one of the most central strategies of Banking 4.0. For example, South Korea currently has the third-largest cryptocurrency market after Japan and the United States, and Shinhan Bank, South Korea’s second-largest bank, has recently joined KT Corp, the second largest provider of services, and the country’s telecommunications has cooperated. The subject of this collaboration has been the development of a blockchain-based platform. For a long time, it was the banking industry that decided how to interact and provide customer service. In Generation Banking, the optimal combination of interaction is determined by the customer. As a result, banks need to fundamentally reconsider their business model.

According to an IBM World Business Partner in Taiwan, the company is ready to enter the era of Bank 4.0 (IBM 2018). Accordingly, banks will be set up to provide an integrated system that will improve mobile banking by providing solutions to help facilitate the automation of banking processes. In classifying the evolution of the bank over the past few decades, the Internet has helped Banking 1.0 to grow into Banking 2.0, and with the rapid rise of smartphone popularity, Banking 3.0
has come to life. Now, the third generation bank is moving forward to Banking 4.0, but not because of new inventions, but because of the maturity and growth of new technologies such as artificial intelligence and virtual reality systems and voice recognition, which together make a powerful team for better banking services and solving modern problems. Banks are globally readjusting their business strategies toward e-banking in order to achieve rapid growth in financial development (David and Kaulihowa 2018). E-banking represents an innovative process by which a customer performs banking transactions electronically without having to physically enter a bank or financial institution (Simpson 2002). Banking 4.0 provides its customers with personalized, integrated, and customized experiences that are transforming customer interactions with the bank. Becoming a Bank 4.0 means providing a convincing presentation of both customer experience and performance experience based on open, flexible, and integrated architecture.

Jack Ma (who is the founder of the e-commerce platform Alibaba) founded MyBank four years ago. The bank has introduced a new era of offering services to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). In recent years, MyBank has loaned 2 trillion yuan to 16 million small and medium-sized Chinese companies. This is done by real-time data and 3000-variable risk-based credit management models. In addition to the advantages of the MyBank lending system, transactions are carried out at a high rate. Loan applications are processed and approved within 3 minutes. Now, compare this technology trend in MyBank with the 30-day time required by traditional banks! The difference is extremely obvious and indisputable, and the gap can no longer be covered by traditional banking.

Due to the high volume of data collected by Alibaba and other related e-commerce platforms, it uses the business information and social credit rating of potential customers with their consent. Capgemini (2017a) argued that high-class BigTechs such as Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon imposed a very high upper limit on the customer expectations using superior personalized and digital customer interactions. As a result, this amount of big data and analytics makes it easier for small and medium-sized companies to approve loans and, of course, pay less ineffective loans. These are loans that are spent for non-strategic and non-practical purposes. MyBank says it has been able to lend to SMEs up to four times more than traditional banks. However, traditional banks reject about 80% of SMEs’ lending applications due to insufficient credit or data.

Industry 4.0 provides competitive advantages based on advanced technologies and practices for companies in the manufacturing industry. Having a deep understanding of the particularities of Industry 4.0 is a prerequisite for the development of the strategic and technological roadmap in bank 4.0. Therefore, the present study first examines the technologies used in Industry 4.0 and examines them as applied examples in prestigious banks in the world. Then, by integrating the views, we present an applied model of the fourth generation banking approach in the context of Industry 4.0. Finally, a clear roadmap for achieving fourth-generation banking has been formulated. Figure 1 shows the research plan. So, the researchers are asking three main questions:

1. Is it necessary for the banking sector to join Banking 4.0?
2. In practice, is there an interaction between Industry 4.0 and Banking 4.0 within the organizations?
3. Is it possible to develop a codified roadmap for entering Industry 4.0?
2. Literature Review

2.1. Industry 4.0

Our current business environment is radically changing, and the increasingly demanding and rapidly changing customer needs are the underlying reason that has driven industry revolutions at different periods (Mohamed 2018). These revolutions have brought to the world drastic changes in diverse areas, posed huge challenges for industries and manufacturers, led to massive innovations and transformations, and remarkably affected people’s way of life (Huang 2017). Industry 4.0 is also known as the Digital Revolution or the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The First Industry Revolution encompasses the use of the steam engine in manufacturing facilities, followed by the introduction of electrically powered mass production (Second Industry Revolution) (Pagliosa et al. 2019). The Third Industry Revolution corresponds to the use of electronics and information technology (IT) to automate manufacturing (Kagermann et al. 2013). I4.0, deemed as the Industry 4.0, focuses on the digitalization of all physical assets and the massive integration of value chain participants (PwC, 2017) (see Figures 2 and 3).

There are various definitions for Industry 4.0 considering that many researchers and practitioners define this term according to their level of understanding and unique perspective. There are also inter-relating terms such as IoT, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Smart Systems, Digitalization, and Digital Factory (Khan and Turowski 2016).

Certain researchers define Industry 4.0 as the concept of automation and data exchange in the manufacturing technologies, which enables the use of Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), big data analytics, cloud computing, and cognitive computing, with the main goal of
achieving a higher level of progress (Hercko and Hnat, 2015). Other researchers suggested that the crown jewel of Industry 4.0 is the networking of smart digital devices with products, tools, robots, and people based on intelligent factories (Mekinjić2019).

![Figure 2. Through the industry revolutions.](image)

Source: Own contribution of the authors.

![Figure 3. The Concept of the Fourth Industry Revolution](image)

Source: Own contribution of the authors.

Moreover, I4.0 is the latest trend when it comes to automation and data exchange in production systems (I-SCOOP 2017; CNI 2016). The adoption of technologies, such as CPS, big data, and IoT provides relevant information and creates new possibilities for process improvement (Bohacset al. 2013; Schuh et al. 2017). In addition, one of I4.0’s main advantages is the ability to adapt quickly to volatile demand scenarios and products with short life cycles (Sanders et al. 2017). According to
Tamas and Illés (2016), I4.0 has generated important changes in production systems and created demand for new jobs. Recent research on this subject indicates a lack of studies about the impact of I4.0 on manufacturing environments (Zuehlke 2010; Landscheidt and Kans 2016; Gjeldum et al. 2016; Xu and Chen 2016; Martínez et al. 2016; Sanders et al. 2016; Kolberget al. 2017; Santorella 2017). Anirudh et al. (2017) argues that Industry 4.0 can be identified as an emerging platform of technologies that revolutionize the rate of productivity per employee while reducing the cost of controlling and compliance incurred by corporations. According to Berger (2017), Industry 4.0 provides flexibility to the production processes; thus, it helps to create products that are tailored to the target segment while satisfying personalized needs through a low marginal cost. Vaidya et al. (2018) discusses the challenges incorporated with the applications of Industry 4.0, namely, intelligent decision making and negotiation mechanism, high-speed networking protocols, manufacturing specific big data and analytics, system modeling and analysis, cyber security, modularized and flexible physical artifacts, investment, etc. Lu (2017) mentions that Industry 4.0 creates a value-added integration horizontally and vertically in the manufacturing processes. Thus, horizontal integration was done through value creation modules from the material flow to the logistics of product life cycle, whereas the vertical integration through product, equipment, and human needs with different aggregation levels of the value creation and manufacturing systems.

2.2. Banking 4.0

Today, the rate of technological change in the banking sector and the entire economic ecosystem is extremely high. These changes have a significant impact on the dynamism of individuals and the socio-political community that no one could have imagined. Increasing data usage, machine learning based on artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, and digital technologies play an important role in this process.

Banking 1.0 is what we call banking, and this is the same traditional banking that services are provided at certain times in the branch. The contemporary banking theory argues that commercial banks, composed with other financial mediators, are essential in the distribution of wealth in the economy (Bhattacharya and Thakor 1993). Then came the introduction of technologies such as the Internet and some Banking 2.0 services that were slowly pushing banking out of the branches. This is possible with the advent of ATMs and card readers, since we are witnessing the formation of off-branch services at different times. This period began in 1980 and lasted until 2007. With the advent of self-service banking, things have changed, and we have come to realize that banking can also be portable, which is Banking 3.0 (It is related to the supply and expansion of mobile services. These services may be provided on a smartphone platform or even portable card readers. This period lasted from 2007 to 2015), but banking 4.0 is a major transformation that will live with you (Figure 4). Topics such as intelligence, sharing, and evolutionary computing are discussed.

Harjanti et al. (2019) argued that digital transactions necessitate an improved banking experience, so the banking industry also conducts experiments by applying innovative technology in order to support mobility and increase transaction speeds and efficiency for its customers. Some previous studies suggested that the highest dilemma for the current banking system is to explain the high costs of branch banking but also to obtain an increase in profitability as branch-driven revenue growth (Capgemini, 2012). According to Athanasoglou et al. (2006), the size of banks contributes to recognizing possible economies or diseconomies of scale in the banking area considering cost differences, products, and risk diversification.

The banking system represents a fundamental pillar of the economic growth and macroeconomic stability, especially in the context of globalization. However, the evolution of the banking sector in each country is affected by continuous changing dynamics of the international banking architecture and financial environment (Spulbar and Birau 2019b). Nowadays, a company or startup can provide banking services by providing financial technology (FinTech)-based applications. The use of artificial intelligence and intelligent, cognitive, and voluntary algorithms has entered banking in this period. The banking sector has been immensely benefited from the implementation of superior technology during the recent past almost in every nation in the world.
Productivity enhancement, innovative products, speedy transactions, the seamless transfer of funds, real-time information system, and efficient risk management are some of the advantages derived through the technology (Saravanan and Muthu Lakshmi2016). The new era of financial deregulation is supported by the revolution in information and communication technology, which helps banks ensuring innovation in their products and services at competitive prices (Turk Ariss2008).

Maturity models offer a complex guidance to define, assess, and evaluate the progress of the current state of the banking sector in its journey of Industry 4.0. (Bandara et al. 2019). Other researchers developed a maturity model using the existing model of Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination (SPICE) considering only two main dimensions, i.e., capability dimension and aspect dimension (Gökalp et al. 2017). On the other hand, the technology acceptance model is generally considered as the most influential theory in IT and information systems (Benbasat and Barki2007).

The paradigm shift from the concentrated market structure under financial repression to the competitive framework under financial liberalization has laid down the foundation for the emergence of private and foreign banks originally in developed countries and afterward in developing countries (Sohrab Uddin and Sohel 2018). Today, a significant portion of bank customers are young people and middle-aged people who have different expectations and preferences than the previous generation. Meeting these expectations and preferences is no longer possible with existing banking models and will only be possible with the use of fourth generation tools, technologies, and mechanisms. Banks can no longer begin their design with business goals and market share, but they need to know how to get their attention and preferences without directly interacting with the customer, thereby achieving business goals. Based on the definition of Temenos (2018), properly digitizing, or in other words Banking 4.0, means “Experience-Driven Banking” capability that requires coverage of both “Customer Experience” and “Execution Experience” (see Figure 5).
Industry 4.0 needs its own banking structure. Industries 4.0 are largely international in scope, and customers from all over the world choose them. A radical change in the marketing and segmentation of banking customers makes it unique for each customer. There seems to be only one type of banking, and that is proprietary banking in a new way. With the development and maturation of technologies such as the Internet of Everything (IoE) (by creating a connected network of people, processes, data, objects, etc.), Internet of Value, blockchain technology, cloud technology, advanced robotics, virtual reality, 3D printing, miniaturization of sensors, and the exponential development of emerging technologies and innovations are coming across completely different generations of banking.

Certain researchers provide a Maturity Model to assess the level of readiness in adapting to Industry 4.0 of the banking sector, which includes the following maturity levels, i.e., Initial, Managed, Defined, Established, and Digital Oriented (Bandara et al. 2019).

2.3. The Relationship between Industry 4.0 and Banking 4.0 in Practice

2.3.1. Replacing Banks with Organizations and Institutions

Heffernan (2005) considers that banks represent financial firms, offering loan and deposit products on the market and catering to the changing liquidity needs of their consumers, such as borrowers and depositors. However, banks hope that by improving the level of technology and technological development, they will be able to provide more services to customers at a higher rate and have greater transparency in this process. The establishment of an efficient and solid banking system is an important prerequisite for sustainable economic growth (Spulbar and Birau 2019a). A significant part of the bank’s resources each year are spent securing the system and complying with other principles approved by the world’s financial system, and it is in this environment that financial institutions grow. Institutions that are responsible for providing services to the people but do not comply with the cumbersome rules of the banking system in the countries. Since these financial institutions spend a large portion of their financial resources on upgrading their financial and banking technologies, the efficiency of these institutions is higher, and they can be more creative with the tools available. Therefore, in the next 5 years, banks can be considered the financial and economic body of large countries, but small and medium-sized financial institutions are responsible for the micro-tasks of the banking system, and more people will be in contact with these institutions.

2.3.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of FinTech Development in Banking

FinTech has found a broader meaning day by day and now plays its role as a disruptor of order in various parts of the financial and monetary system, including micro payments, money transfer,
lending, comparison and online sales of various types of insurance policies, capital increase, and asset management. It has even been recognized in the formation of new paradigms such as the Bitcoin currency. The industry has expanded the number of online solutions in the above fields to the extent that it has become one of the most important threats to traditional banking and portfolio management. In addition, today, FinTech is seen as a good platform for implementing ideas based on the sharing economy and crowdfunding. That is why Ernst and Young (2016) cited consumers’ main reasons for accepting FinTech’s solutions: easy account opening (43.3%), more attractive rates/costs (15.4%), access to various products and services (12.4%), better online experience and performance (11.2%), better service quality (10.3%), more innovative products than products available in traditional banks (5.5%), and a higher level of trust than traditional solutions (1.8%). They also remove barriers that prevent consumers from accepting FinTech solutions: the lack of knowledge of Fintech products and services (53.2%), lack of need to use them (32.3%), prefer to use traditional financial service providers (27.7%), not being aware of how to use them (21.3%), not trusting them (11.2%), and Fin-techs have been used in the past, but they don’t want to use them again (0.8%). Instead of attacking each other, banks and FinTech are increasingly partnering with each other (see Figure 6).

![Figure 6. The future strategy of banks and financial technology (FinTech). Source: Capgemini Financial Services Analysis 2017a.](image)

2.3.3. JAK Bank: Interest-Free Banking

Looking at the outside world, we will see that the government, non-governmental public institutions, military institutions, philanthropists, and even in some cases the private sector have established banks that bear a strong resemblance to what we call Islamic banking. Nonprofits need bank accounts to collect revenues used in moving the nonprofit’s mission forward. A nonprofit is a corporation given “exempt organization” status by the Internal Revenue Service. Banks usually follow the same rules for opening and maintaining accounts as they do for-for-profit organizations with some variations. Individual banks and individual nonprofits may have their own rules and regulations for added security (Leonard, 2019). Unity Trust Bank, Meezan Bank, and JAK Bank are examples of nonprofit banking that have taken steps toward fourth-generation banking goals.

The JAK bank was started in 1930 following a massive recession in Denmark (Ielasi and Vichi 2013). Unemployment and high interest rates at the time led farmers to form a co-operative in one year. This cooperative was named in honor of the three founders of classical economics, JAK: Jord
(Land), Arbejde (Work Force), and Kapital (Capital). JAK’s members concluded that earning profits was the main cause of economic instability and, as a result, inflation and unemployment. So, they started three nonprofit projects to demonstrate the idea of nonprofit loans. JAK Bank may be the first nonprofit bank in the world (Williams 2004). A membership of approximately 39,000 (as of December 2015) dictates the bank’s policies and direction. The Board of Directors is elected annually by members, who are each allowed only one share in the bank. The JAK Members Bank does not offer any interest on saved money. All of the bank’s activities occur outside of the capital market, as its loans are financed solely by member savings. JAK Bank differs significantly from other banks in the following areas, as shown in Table 1.

### Table 1. JAK Bank differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>JAK Bank</th>
<th>Other Banks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>Partner-centric, joint venture, one-vote-one-share model</td>
<td>Based on customer-centric model and activity sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank system</td>
<td>A fully savings-based system, loans are based on savings. On the other hand, loans are fully backed by member savings</td>
<td>Partial storage system; when a loan is granted, new money enters the bank through retained earnings. The loan is not backed by other investors. Only a small amount of the required loan is protected by the private bank. Of course, under the supervision of the central bank. Money saving in private banks in the United States is between 1% and 3%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans</td>
<td>Loans are offered on the basis of deposit and member capacity, and the sole purpose is to repay the loan</td>
<td>Loans are repaid on the basis of the customer’s credit value, and loan repayments include the principal and interest of the money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on loans</td>
<td>Interest is not credited, but the price of executive services is reviewed annually</td>
<td>All loans and credits accrue interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on deposits</td>
<td>For deposits, interest is not paid, but concessions are granted equal benefits</td>
<td>The deposits accrue interest, but it is not so high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investor Profits</td>
<td>JAK Bank does not operate similar to other banks. Does not even benefit from the loans</td>
<td>Other banks obtain a return on their investment based on value and profitability results, which is used to pay employees and so on.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Williams 2004).

The global crisis and the inability of the conventional banking system to prevent and deal with it, on the one hand, and the relative stability of Islamic banking in the face of this crisis, on the other, have attracted the attention of financial and banking experts and policymakers on Islamic banking. However, Islamic banks have many similarities with conventional banking in the type of transactions and services they provide, so that sometimes these similarities are questioned. Thus, these banks follow the principles and rules, the correct and complete observance of which leads to the stability of the banking system and the fair distribution of income throughout the economy. According to the doctrine of the Islamic Economic Sector, although human beings are free to design financial contracts, invent production methods, and organize economic activities, this freedom is within the limits set for justice and public welfare.

The main similarity between Islamic banking and JAK is the lack of interest. In fact, they both share an ideology. The only difference in religion (fighting corruption, usury, and the spiritual upliftment of man) is that it affects Islamic banking (Hyder 2013). Ahmad (2000) Islamic banking policy that is also in line with JAK principles: (1) the need for spiritual and moral awakening; (2) the rediscovery of the importance of physical and human capital information and the production of real
services and goods; (3) a market economy with social responsibility, (4) moral commitment, and the positive role of government. The following Table 2 shows the main differences between Islamic Banking and JAK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Main Criteria</th>
<th>Islamic Banking</th>
<th>JAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>The shareholders own the bank</td>
<td>Members own the bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking Part</td>
<td>Shareholders participate by sharing capital</td>
<td>Members, especially the borrowers, contribute capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Products</td>
<td>Profit and loss sharing, joint venture, leasing</td>
<td>Savings and lending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td>Spirituality, ethics, rationality and philanthropy</td>
<td>Economic freedom, justice, democracy, shared responsibility, and no interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cost of Loans</td>
<td>No interest</td>
<td>No interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Using experienced media similar to traditional banks</td>
<td>Selective and informative, regular efforts to train members and customers of the bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Borrowers have to make long-term savings</td>
<td>Borrowers do not have to make long-term savings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own contribution of the authors.

It is clear that banking interest rates cause unemployment, poverty, and social harm. In 1931, JAK members concluded that profit was the main cause of economic instability, resulting in high inflation and unemployment. So, they started profit-free projects to show that the idea of profit-free loans is coming true. High interest rates mean the rising cost of goods and services in all production and trading activities associated with lending. In the face of such price increases, industries are forced to (1) decrease wages or dismiss part of staff; (2) increase the price of their goods or services and; (3) increase the production of your goods or services by producing them on a large scale, in which costs are staggering and economical in scale.

2.3.4. Atom Bank and Gobank: Branchless Banking (BB)

Atom Bank is the first bank in the United Kingdom to be established based on BB and mobile application architecture (Atombank2016a, 2016b). In order to achieve better customer service, the specialized focus of the branch staff and cutting costs is a convenient and cost-effective way. BB requires changes inside and outside the bank branches so that the role of the physical branches will not be the same as before, and out-of-the-box changes require up-to-date technology and the use of payment tools such as the Internet, telephony, mobile, ATM, POS, VTM, etc. (Dzombo et al. 2017). BB involves the delivery of financial services outside conventional bank branches, using retail agents or other third-party intermediaries as the principal point of contact with customers, and use of technologies such as card-reading point-of-sale (POS) terminals and mobile phones to transmit transaction details (CGAP, 2011a).

Banks are being innovative, largely due to intense competition, and they are therefore at the forefront of new developments, not only in banking but also in wider financial markets (Faure2013). The BB concept began in South America, specifically in Brazil and Mexico (CGAP2008). Based on early experiences, BB has made a significant contribution toward financial inclusion in developing countries. Most financial service providers collaborate and use partnerships with businesses that have a substantial local retail presence as a key competitive strategy (CGAP 2008).

Delloite(2012) believes that this type of banking is one of the distribution channel strategies used to provide financial services. BB enables customers to reduce costs through instant access. This model of banking to organizations reduces the costs associated with conducting low volume transactions as well as the costs associated with physical presence. There are two main advantages of
this type of banking nowadays: first, diversifying services and adapting to market needs, and second, responding to market-created needs (Delloite2012).

In addition, in many different parts of the world, the development of BB has been emphasized in various ways (CGAP, 2010). In Brazil, private and state-owned banks provide services through micro agents such as supermarkets, pharmacies, post offices, and lottery shops. These agents are called “banking correspondents”. Municipalities in Brazil belong to this category. In January 2006, The Central Bank of India issued guidelines for banks to use micro agents. The ICICI Bank in India is one of them. In South Africa, BB through micro agents is only permitted for approved financial institutions. ABSA and MTN banks are examples of this type of banking. In the Philippines, since the year 2000, mobile telecom operators and smartphones have been offering BB services. Safaricom in Kenya, a wholly owned subsidiary of Vodafone and a pioneering operator, offers its M-Pesa account to its customers who can fill or empty the account in ways similar to those in mobile electronic money. Gobank is another one of the best and most practical examples of offshore banking that has been launched solely for Americans (Gobank2016). Go Bank is a real bank that works entirely on mobile. There are five important reasons that drive customers to this type of banking in the US: quick inventory checking, online check-in, money transfer, an extensive ATM network, and security.

2.3.5. Financial Technology (FinTech)

Financial technology (FinTech) is recognized as one of the most important innovations in the financial industry and is evolving at a rapid speed, which is driven in part by the sharing economy, favorable regulation, and information technology (Lee and Shin2018). FinTech systems provide new and advanced business models such as crowdfunding, P2P, and B2B using disruptive technology, and as a consequence, the traditional banking business model faces a major challenge (Sharkoet al. 2017). The progress of FinTech is defined as an uninterrupted process during which finance and technology have evolved together based on rapidly developing technology (Arneret al. 2015). FinTech promises to reshape the financial industry by cutting costs, improving the quality of financial services, and creating a more diverse and stable financial landscape. After all, it can be perceived as a FinTech revolution. According to PwC (2017), 83% of financial institutions believe that various aspects of their business are at risk to FinTech startups. Figure 7 presents the five components of the FinTech ecosystem.

![Figure 7. The five elements of the FinTech ecosystem. Source: Lee and Shin(2018).](image-url)
- FinTech startups (e.g., payment, wealth management, lending, crowdfunding, capital market, and insurance FinTech companies);
- Technology developers (e.g., big data analytics, cloud computing, cryptocurrency, and social media developers);
- Government (e.g., financial regulators and legislature);
- Financial customers (e.g., individuals and organizations);
- Traditional financial institutions (e.g., traditional banks, insurance companies, stock brokerage firms, and venture capitalists).

At the center of the ecosystem are FinTech entrepreneurial organizations that represent the Industry 4.0 in a very good way. The core of these organizations in Industry 4.0: innovation in payment, wealth management, lending, financial aggregation, capital markets, lower operating cost insurance, targeting the niche market, and providing personalized services in facing traditional companies. Figure 8 shows the investment in FinTech companies from 2010 to 2017.

Figure 8. Investing in FinTech companies. Source: (KPMG, 2017).

As a result, venture capitalists have invested more than $12 billion in FinTech startups over the past five years. In Figure 9, you can see the list of companies in the field of FinTechnologies up to Year 2017 that have become Unicorn companies (with a market value of $1 billion).
Certain researchers stated that the FinTech structure of business is digital-based financial services that range from payment systems, banking services, insurance services, loans, and fund collections, to mere advice or learning to the public through digital media (Koesworo et al., 2019).

2.3.6. Open Banking (OB): APIs and Fidor Bank

OB is a newly emerging and rapidly developing area in financial systems (OB homepage 2018). The focus is on sharing data using the Open Application Programming Interfaces (Apiacademy homepage 2018). Applications that collect banking data from different institutions through API (application program interface) and present them on a single platform can be developed. APIs or application program interfaces are sets of rules that functions (applications) that can follow to communicate with each other and act as an interface between different applications. In addition to other benefits and advantages, APIs also save on costs; APIs can be used to implement app data from one app to another on a platform or service in a relatively inexpensive and simple way. The technology also adds value to the services provided. These applications can be developed by the in-house software developers as well as by the developers from outside of the organization (Kandirmaz and Tiryaki 2018). Customers can make better decisions by monitoring all their financial information in a single application (Figure 10).
OB has enabled the organizations of Industry 4.0 to disclose data, algorithms, and processes through application programming interfaces and to generate new revenue streams. An OB model also presents new opportunities for product creation and distribution (Figure 11). In the approach of Industry 4.0, the banking industry has made major changes by involving a large number of partners who are able to incorporate themselves into the product development process. In this new approach, the importance of APIs is emphasized.

![Figure 11. The role of application programming interfaces (APIs) in Industry 4.0. Source: Own contribution of the authors.](image)

Fidor Bank, given its relatively long focus on providing APIs, has significant experience developing revenue streams around API-based businesses. Figure 12 shows the benefits of implementing banks’ APIs. While the bank often earns its income through the community-banking model, net interest income, fees, and commissions, about one-third of its revenue comes from activities that provide open APIs and white-label (a product or service that is manufactured by one company but re-marketed by another company, as if it were made by a second company) solutions. Fidor Bank is growing as much as its white-label partnerships, the revenue generated by shared revenue streams will grow, and partners will expand their businesses.

![Figure 12. Benefits of implementing banks’ APIs. Source: Capgemini 2017b Retail Banking Executive Interview Survey, Capgemini Global Financial Service.](image)
OB and BB are both on the path to fourth-generation banking development. The difference is that having open APIs, in particular, enables banks to collect operational data from a variety of sources, including customer buying habits, financial requirements, and risk appetite. Therefore, banks can offer products and services to customers with different tools and channels. However, banks also need to provide personalized services and products to different audiences through different channels. To this end, banks will work with FinTech to design a variety of products from platforms and tools, which will greatly improve product distribution. Therefore, in BB, by maximizing the potential of information and communication technology to customers without visiting the branch, through customer distribution and the supply of products and services with the same platforms and tools, customer satisfaction increases.

2.3.7. Omni-Channel (O-C): Disney Company and Starbucks

The O-C approach can be seen as the evolution of the multi-channel and having its origins in the retail industry (Rosman 2015). According to the multi-channel view, the customer gets a diverse experience across channels and acts as an integrator of information, whereas the O-C view focuses on bridging the gaps between different channels with the aim to provide a consistent and seamless customer experience (Rosman 2015; Saghiri et al. 2017). Based on this, three key principles or factors of O-C can be defined as follows: (1) seamless interaction between the channels (i.e., seamless transition to a second channel, enabling continuation of what was already started in the first channel), (2) optimization across channels (i.e., designing tasks and functionalities for different devices adapted to their unique context and strengths), and (3) consistent experience across channels (e.g., presentation and language or that task models are found consistent over different devices) (see McKinney 2014; Rosman 2015).

It should be noted in the first place that the concept of the O-C is in fact an organizational strategy. The O-C concept is not limited to banks and financial institutions, but it can be applied to any business dealing with customers (Figure 13).

![Figure 13](image)

*Figure 13.* The relationship of communication channels in the Industry Revolution. Source: Own contribution of the authors.
According to Figure 10, in Industry 4.0, where human resources face plenty of new technologies, sensitivity, creativity, and communication in enterprises should be improved (Manhwa et al. 2018). Industry 4.0 is based on the unique involvement of human resources in the use of technology. All previous revolutions were limited only to increasing efficiency through the use of modern work methods and technical inventions. Currently, ensuring comprehensive integration of the human and technological sphere requires profound changes in the social sphere—also among employees of enterprises (Jasińska and Jasiński 2019). The following are the types of communication channels simultaneously with the developments of the Industry Revolution:

**Single Channel:** The most primitive way of connecting businesses with customers has been around for centuries. In this way, customers are connected to the business in only one way, mainly through physical communication (shop, bank branch, insurance office, etc.).

**Multi-Channel:** In this way, businesses can communicate with customers in several ways or ports, but each of these ports is completely independent of the other ports. The emergence of electronic tools such as phones, mobile phones, and computers has greatly helped to expand this way of communication, as most businesses today use the multi-channel method to communicate with their customers. In the case of banks and financial institutions, the advent of systems such as ATMs, telephone banks, internet banking, mobile banking, etc., has practically led to the relationship of customers with banks in a multi-channel manner.

**Cross-Channel:** This is a higher level of multi-channel mode. As stated in the multi-channel method, each communication port is completely independent of the other ports and virtually a single client is seen as a separate and separate identity in each port. In contrast, in the cross-channel approach, each customer has a single identity that is recognized in all ports with the same identity. It should be noted that in the cross-channel method, communication ports are still independent of each other.

**Omni-Channel:** In this case, not only does the customer have a single identity across all ports, but virtually all ports see it as a unified system. In the O-C style, customer communication is performed seamlessly, anytime, anywhere on all devices. In this way, the customer and the activities he/she does are central to the way the services are provided to him/her. Accordingly, the service to each customer is personalized based on the activities he has done on all ports. As a result, it not only responds to the customer’s explicit requests, but also their interests and implied needs.

The most important difference between multi-channel and O-C is that multi-channel puts the brand at the center of the strategy and sends a similar message to customers on all communication channels. However, omni puts the customer channel at the center of the strategy. In this way, the message that is to be sent to the customer changes and will be appropriate to the way the customer interacts with other communication channels. So, the five main features of the O-C in Banking 4.0 are:

- Port uniformity
- Integration of ports versus independent ports
- Customer-centric versus bank-centric
- Interaction versus transaction
- Guessing customer needs versus making requests

Technically, in order for an O-C-based architecture to meet these needs, it needs to take advantage of new technologies such as responsive design. Big data, NoSQL database, data mining, data analysis, etc., which emerged in Industry 4.0. For instance, a NoSQL (originally referring to “non SQL” or “non-relational”) database provides a mechanism for storage and retrieval of data that is modeled in means other than the tabular relations used in relational databases.

- **Disney Company:** Disney is one of the companies that has good communication with customers by using the O-C concept. It is based on fiction and creative stories, and it is no wonder that in the real world, it also uses creative ways to omni-channel. Disney paid close attention to details and made it possible to access all parts of the website via mobile. After logging in, the user can plan each minute of the trip through the app. Visitors can follow the park through the app, the location of all sights, and the length of time they need to queue. Users
also get their rooms through the app and charge all the purchases they make to room service. All Disney communication channels are interconnected and provide a good user experience.

- **Starbucks**: Starbucks is another brand that has made good use of the omni-channel concept. Starbucks has branches in most cities around the world and provides a good customer experience. Each time a user pays his account via bank or mobile card, the purchase points he has are added to his account. The Starbucks app also introduces the nearest branch to the user and prepares the coffee by the time the user arrives. Users can also view the new coffee list in the menu and be informed of the song played in each branch (Starbucks works with many companies. Playing all kinds of music and having a lot of branches around the world has made customers understand different pleasures. So, customers can choose their Starbucks according to the music played). Surely every user after experiencing such features will become a permanent customer of the brand.

### 2.3.8. Robotics in Banking

Robotics is revolutionizing the way lots of banking and finance companies do business through something called robotic process automation (RPA). According to Romao et al. (2019), RPA represents the use of software with artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning capabilities in order to drive high-volume, repeatable tasks that previously required only humans to perform. It is essentially a virtual workforce based on software that frees up human employees to focus on less tedious tasks that only humans do well. For example, PayPal and credit institutions also use robots to provide services to their customers. PayPal uses the robot to transfer money from person to person on its own program. PayPal also interacts with robots from companies such as Uber. MasterCard has also built a robot for its customer service department as well as for its Masterpass application. Bank of America has also created a robot on Facebook for its cardholders. Robotic process automation is a quick and simple way for banks to automate a wide range of processes (Mladenovic 2018):

- Secure efficient interaction between different systems, thus eliminating the need for employees to manually source data
- Upgrade middle and back-office processes (faster execution, fewer errors)
- Speed up the processing of big data
- Free up employees to focus more on clients and provide a better customer experience
- Reduce time-to-market and total cost of ownership (TCO)
- Simplify regulatory compliance with greater transparency
- Pave the way for a new wave of transformation toward 100% digital banking.

### 3. Banking 4.0 Roadmap in Industry 4.0

It is imperative to create a roadmap for Banking 4.0 in Industry 4.0. While technology acts as an empowering factor for banks to move in the right direction, it has also led to the growth of non-traditional companies in Industry 4.0. Companies use technology to provide simple, easy, convenient, and affordable financial products and services to customers. Since the emergence of the technologies of Industry 4.0 has had a significant impact on both industry and financial services, there has been a growing trend in the banking industry that focuses on innovation using these new technologies.

Figure 14 shows the most important components of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and its relationship to fourth-generation banking. There is a great deal of ambiguity about the definition of IoT, as each stakeholder has defined it according to its user (Atzori et al. 2010). IoT refers to IIoT in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which deals with industrial applications of IoT (Wang et al. 2016). Physical objects can work through IoT to communicate with each other and to better coordinate decision making (Al-Fuqaha et al. 2015).

Internet of Services (IoS) refers to the purposeful use of new value creation methods through PaaS (Product-as a-Service) business models (Ghobakhloo 2018, p. 919). IoS provides the technology
makers with the technological infrastructure needed to provide services and provide customers with continuous communication and increased competitiveness (Becker et al. 2014). The transformation of humans and their devices into active elements on the Internet is called a complex social and technical system called IoP (Internet of People) (Conti et al. 2017). The existence of the social devices (SDs) and People as a Service (PeaaS) constitutes the necessary infrastructure for IoP. The development of IoT, which is of great interest to researchers today, is called the Internet of Data (IoD) (Fan et al. 2012). Paying attention to the means of transmitting, storing, and processing data in the IoT environment where a lot of data is generated is one of the tasks of IoD (Anderl 2014).

![Figure 14. Design principles of Banking 4.0 in Industry 4.0. Source: Own contribution of the authors.](image)

Although cloud computing is not a new concept, there is no single definition for it yet (Ghobakhloo 2018, p. 920). The concept has expanded into the world of technology through the development of hardware, technology and computing, and the provision of services over the Internet (Oliveira et al. 2014). Using this concept has created a variety of applications, including web-based management dashboard and cloud-based collaboration, and it enables the integration of distributed manufacturing resources and the establishment of a collaborative and flexible infrastructure across geographically distributed manufacturing and service sites (He and Xu 2015). In fact, the concept of cloud structures will generate subsequent structures (Ooi et al. 2018).

The concept of big data has been in technology and industry for many years (Ghobakhloo 2018). Srivastava and Gopalkrishnan (2015) argued that big data has recently unlocked secrets of money movements, helped prevent major disasters and thefts, but also understand consumer behavior. For instance, the core idea of business intelligence (BI) is to recognize the behavior of the customer and
to predict their purchase pattern for improvement of the business considering that building strong customer relationships is very important for companies (Nethravathiet al. 2020). Consequently, this approach benefits the banking sector, considering the flexibility and easiness of extracting useful information for the interest of their consumers. However, organizations are analyzing data to maintain good survival and make effective decisions in times of crisis as well as market competition (Hu et al. 2014). For example, big data analytics helps companies improve their performance, monitor the status of competitors in the industry, develop customized products, and take preventive measures to prevent crashes. They can also make the production chain and operations easier and more transparent (Babiceanu and Seker2016; Wang et al. 2016). Analyzing this type of data enables traditional organizations to better plan the future and use the results to increase system efficiency and efficiency (LaValle et al. 2011). On the other hand, customers’ buying behavior could be accurately researched in the actual market place, rather than in surveys and samples (Hawaldaret al. 2019).

Blockchain has many capabilities and is based on emerging financial currencies such as bitcoin and Ethereum (Ghobakhloo 2018). This technology is also known as distributed ledger technology. By providing transparent, secure, reliable and fast solutions, blockchain provides special conditions for public or private organizations (Underwood2016). The application of this technology is crucial in the Fourth Industrial Revolution because the use of countless smart devices around the world makes it possible to perform transparent, secure, fast, and flawless transactions without human interference in the IoT environment (Devezas and Sarygulov2017; Sikorski et al. 2017). Blockchain activity is not just about financial services, but any kind of digital activity developed in the Fourth Industrial Revolution based on automation. The activity that this concept offers is in fact leading the organizations and creating a trusted, independent relationship between smart factories, suppliers, and customers.

The type of technology that enables organizations to graphically visualize the real environment in the Fourth Industrial Revolution is Augmented Reality (AR) (Yew et al. 2016). The development of software and hardware applications has led AR to act in various industrial processes and products as a guide in describing, planning, and monitoring real-time performance, error detection and recovery, and various training strategies (Doshi et al. 2017; Khan et al. 2011). The search for industrial reality also shows that manufacturing organizations use AR to support employee training programs, task simplification, control, and product design (Elia et al. 2016).

Today’s organizations are turning to the use of robots due to the increasing use of automation. The use of robots is essential for world-class organizations because of the benefits such as increased efficiency and quality, increased reliability and waste reduction, the better utilization of resources, and increased competitiveness (Ghobakhloo2018; Esmaeilian et al. 2016). The importance of cybersecurity in the Fourth Industrial Revolution was high because no organization was safe from cyber threats. Threats of recent years include The Stuxnet. Malware created a serious threat to nuclear power plants by slowing down the speed of centrifuges. There is no doubt that in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the issue of cybersecurity and privacy for organizations and individuals is a challenge (Thames and Schaefer2017). It is essential to create some sort of industrial integration in the chain through the Internet. Obviously, the more links there are, the more information security and transparency they will have (Mehnenet al. 2017).

One of the things that created a trusting relationship between financial organizations in the Fourth Industrial Revolution is 3D printing technology (Ghobakhloo2018). This technology enables organizations to generate prototypes and conceptual designs that create and play an important role in simplifying activities and increasing their speed (Gilchrist2016). The Fourth Industrial Revolution has brought organizations and customers together so that customers can come into their organization, even at home, at night, or even while swimming, and do different things. Simulation and modeling techniques have been developed to improve economic designs and evaluate their performance in the real world (Kocijanet al. 2012). These concepts are needed in smart factories to evaluate the actual performance of machines, products, and employees (Rüamann et al. 2015).
Simulation and modeling not only enable manufacturers to detect errors in the early stages, they also avoid significant costs and irreparable damage to the organization (Gilchrist2016).

CPS is a suite of state-of-the-art technologies that are capable of interconnecting physical assets and computing operations (Lee et al. 2015). CPS is controlled by computer-based algorithms and integrated with its users over the Internet. The CPS also plays a human role in everything that is capable of computing, networking, and physical processes (Gilchrist2016). Another important component of the Fourth Industrial Revolution that can be a common standard for information exchange is semantic technologies (Janev and Vranes2011). Semantic technologies achieve a high level by offering an abstraction layer above existing IoT technologies and infrastructure that connects data, content, and processes. Importantly, the IIoT lacks universal protocols for integrating machines and does not have the various components of smart factories to achieve a single user (Thuluvaet al. 2017). In such circumstances, utilizing the integration of the semantic web with Web of Things (WoT) technologies can provide a definite framework. This feature facilitates the interoperability of assets and services as well as the way in which heterogeneous components are communicated in the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Industry 4.0 needs its own banking. Industry 4.0 is largely international in scope and customers from all over the world choose it. A radical change in the marketing and segmentation of banking customers makes it unique for each customer (Figure 15). In the short term, the fourth-generation banking strategies must first be identified in the context of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. It is necessary to set a timetable for developing the infrastructure and creating user relationships. A specific management team can be appointed in this regard. In the medium term, it is necessary to carefully monitor the timing of all aspects of the strategic plan. The Digital Acceptance and Readiness Program, Human Capital, Digital Culture, Regulatory, Capabilities and Technologies, and Networking should be delivered to the Fourth Industrial Revolution in accordance with the world schedule.
In the long run and after achieving short and medium-term goals, the two goals of digital marketing maturity assessment and IT governance strategy will be provided for fourth-generation banking.

4. Results

We are at a time when exciting things are happening in the banking industry. Non-stop technology is advancing, providing opportunities for institutions through which they can expand their services and eliminate traditional financial services altogether. These state-of-the-art technology networks will provide the opportunity to meet customer needs instantly and intelligently through various channels. This will be achieved when new strategies for computing and storage are explained, advanced analysis is performed, cyber security capabilities are upgraded, and a completely new perspective for banking services is outlined. Which technology has the greatest potential for the Industry 4.0 in Banking 4.0? The exact answer to this question is not clear, but there is no order in the application of the introduced trends, but it is these organizations that must prioritize and allocate the necessary capital to implement each of them. There are so many opportunities, and any passivity or desire to stay calm will put a high risk on the organization.

Banking and payment services must move toward the formation of a fully intelligent network. Overall, improving the customer experience, using artificial intelligence, the emergence of databases, the use of identification algorithms, the use of machine learning methods, and data
analysis are among the features of the new generations of banking. However, the important thing is that digital technologies have made major changes in banking. Traditional banks are migrating more digital services to digital channels every day. Customer preference for the increased convenience and availability of services is also strongly aligned with this change and gives it more acceleration. This has led to a change in the structure of the distribution network of banks, and in addition to reducing the need for physical branches, it has also changed the function and mission of branches. However, evidence from international banks and even some traditional industries shows that non-alignment with digital and technological developments, while reducing profitability and value creation, will also jeopardize the survival of these institutions. Today, banking is a cascade of multiple technologies, rules and regulations, and demographic factors that cut the length and breadth of its value chain. These factors affect the way businesses are run by banks, so that common banking practices are not enough to meet growing customer expectations as well as improve profitability. Therefore, the factors influencing the evolution of the banking industry can be divided into two main categories: business developments and technical developments. In the area of business developments, new non-bank actors in the form of FinTech or startups have disrupted the banking business and impaired the role of intermediaries in banks. However, in the technical sector, the emergence of new technologies such as blockchain, robotics, etc., has had a significant impact on the performance of the banking industry.

5. Conclusions

Banks and FinTechs have been working for years to find common ground. The FinTechs have stepped in to gain market share and have been successful in injecting new concepts into banking. However, they ran into trouble when they tried to get a large scale of banks to be able to process and reach more customers. Banks initially looked at the FinTechs with skepticism and distrust, but since then they have praised their entrepreneurial approach. Undoubtedly, due to the existence of old systems and cultural frustration with risk within banks, FinTechs have breathed new life into the banking system. Both sides (banks and FinTechs) have increasingly come to the conclusion that by combining and synergizing their strengths, they can create value.

Banks need to change the way they think about the past and keep up with the advances in technology. Besides, the first thing they need to focus on is improving and providing services from the customer’s point of view so that they can create the key factor of customer experience in the best way. Therefore, the basis for valuing fourth-generation banks is based on the creation of cooperation between the bank and customers. Finally, banks need to work closely with technology and knowledge-based companies to introduce new operating methods. Banks will be very similar to technology companies, and they desperately need to work with these companies to accelerate the process of transformation and business transformation. From the point of view of Industry 4.0, a successful economy has the most assets, activities, and focus in digitizing its assets. The experience of using technology is very new, even in the world.

However, the most important limitations of the research are the limitations of technology and culture, as well as the type of vision of customers regarding the nature of banking. A study of the structure of various industries and the lack of attention to the necessary infrastructure for the development of technologies required by Banking 4.0 in different countries shows that more studies should be done on the use of emerging technologies in various banking and industrial sectors.

Future researchers are also advised to identify and prioritize the following: (1) the pathology of various emerging technologies in Banking 4.0 in terms of legal and regulatory structures and (2) the indicators of Industry 4.0 to enter Banking 4.0.
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